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Abstract: Intrusion Detection systems for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks cover all spectrums of intrusions like User 2 Remote
(U2R), Remote 2 Local (R2L) Intrusion Detection system is bounded by many security techniques which are designed to
detect and report of harm system and network activity or record the proof of signature based, anomaly based and Denial of
Service based as well as organization network i.e. host based, agent based, network based IDSs. Additionally, it is observed
with traditional IDS, which can detect new security events such as the system senses an anomaly, or a dramatic change in
traffic characteristics, it takes certain actions such as raising an alarm or discarding certain traffic. In this paper, we will
estimate a number of current Intrusion Detection systems for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks systems and the algorithms to detect
and oppose security threats, both from technical and economical perspective.
Keywords: network security, Design issues, Routing protocols, Applications, traffic analysis, streaming algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
As we know that the current world’s maximum transactions are done in digital format thus increases the digital data
after every nano second. Which make an opportunity for attacker to attack more and more on that data. According to a
well renowned agency of security CERT, the number of attacks that happens on the digital data triples in number every
year thus makes it very difficult of any organization or individual to detect all these attacks [SAKURAI, 2008][
Lazarevic, 2003]. In view of the above reason, it has become a prime job for researchers to maintain the data
confidentially, integrity and availability in every aspect whether the information/ data is critical to an organization or
not. Every organization has critical data e.g. Policies, new upcoming schemes, record of ammunition, military data,
national security etc and having enemy at the gates which wants their data. Thus needs a mechanism to protect the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of valuable data. The mechanism which provides these characteristics is known
as intrusion Detection system. The Intrusion detection system provides lot of different services; and some of them are
listed as:
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 Monitoring and analysis of user and system activity.
 Auditing of system configurations and vulnerabilities
 Assessing the integrity of critical system and data files
 Statistical analysis of activity patterns based on the matching to known attacks
 Abnormal activity analysis
 Operating system audit
 # Define node initial position in nam
 for {set i 0} {$i < $val(nn)} {incr i} {
 # 20 defines the node size in nam, must adjust it according to your scenario
 # The function must be called after mobility model is defined
 $ns_ initial_node_pos $node_($i) 20
 }
 # Tell nodes when the simulation ends
 for {set i 0} {$i < $val(nn) } {incr i} {
 $ns_ at $val(stop).0 "$node_($i) reset";
 }
 $ns_ at $val(stop).0002 "puts \"NS EXITING...\" ; $ns_ halt"
 puts $tracefd "M 0.0 nn $val(nn) x $val(x) y $val(y) rp $val(adhocRouting)"
 puts $tracefd "M 0.0 sc $val(sc) cp $val(cp) seed $val(seed)"
 puts $tracefd "M 0.0 prop $val(prop) ant $val(ant)"
 puts "Starting Simulation..."
 $ns_ run

II. NEED FOR THE INSTRUCTION DETECTION SYSTEM FOR MOBILE AD-HOC NETWORK
Since the companies have very crucial data stored like as credit card information etc which if lost, can cost a massive
damage in terms of economy and company profile and in today’s market no such company wants their data to be lost or
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damaged. The companies need some mechanisms to stop the intrusion or attacks to be occurred onto their data. The mechanisms
well suited for these types of threats is Intrusion detection system. Let us discuss one case happened somewhere between May-2017 which made the entire research community to think about the solution into the matter. In the Wanna-cry attack happened,
the RUSSIA, US AND INDIA’s website approximately 4000 over credit card cardinalities were stolen by hackers. The attack
cause a huge loses to the organization as the breach was discovered later around after. The intrusion has caused a series of issues
with the persons affected not only having had their lives changed due to the financial concern over a stolen credit card but also
that of identity theft lingering over their lives. The US Secret Service is involved as an investigative agency and several security
companies have been hired to examine the operation of the network and secure it against possible reoccurring attack. They have
no expertise amongst the excellent systems administrators employed in their corporate ranks to maintain an aware system that
simply detects intruders rather than trying to block them, like that of the firewall or router administration. Reputation lies upon
the ability of a company’s IT security to keep spyware, malware and virus in check and fraudsters from phishing right under the
nose of INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS FOR MOBILE AD-HOC NETWORKS are designed on the principle that there
is a low possibility of stopping all types of attacks, due to the nature of network design [Grace & Clive, 2000]. There are fists
full of application ware to consider when selecting a INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS FOR MOBILE AD-HOC
NETWORKS. Many Intrusion Detection systems for mobile ad-hoc networks suites are very expensive and require special
training and certification before proficiency can be claimed. By having the software and expertise to monitor the risks our
mission becomes harmless and less demanding from a network security standpoint.
Denial of Services: In this type of attack, the machine/memory is kept too busy by attackers to that it denies as authorized
user to access machine or memory. Different types of DOS attacks are used in the test beds [Carl et.al, 2006] [Tavallaee et.al,
2009].
User to Root Attack: In this type of attack, the attacker first gains access to a normal user account by any method like
password sniffing or social engineering etc, then attempts / try to gain access to root account via known or unknown
vulnerabilities [Carl et.al, 2006] [O'Mahony, 2005].
Remote to Local attack: In this type of attack, the attacker has ability to the packet over network without having access on
the machine. This attack is usually carried out on Mis-configured systems [Tavallaee et.al, 2009].
Probes: This type of category is not actually an attack, but these are actually program which automatically scans networks
to collect information about the vulnerabilities [O'Mahony, 2005]. Also probing can be defined as to gather information about a
network of security controls. It may be noted that the test data used for the purpose of simulation might not have same
probability distribution as that of test data and might not include the attacks which are already present in the training data. This
makes the simulation tending to real time systems. Many security experts believe that the novel attacks are basically derived
from the already known attacks.
1) Basic features: The category is the first category and has encapsulates all the attributes that can be extracted from a
TCP/IP connection, leading to contained delay in detection.
2) Traffic features: This category includes computed with respect to a transmission time interval and is divided into two
groups:
a. “Identical host” features: This feature is actually examining the connections in the past 2 seconds. The checking is done
based on the same destination host of the current connection in use and can calculate the services provided to protocol etc.
b. “Identical service” features: This feature examines only the connections based on the last two seconds which have the
same service which is available to the current connection. The two mentioned types of “traffic” features are called time-based.
However, there are slow probing attacks which will scan those hosts (or ports) which can take more than two seconds , for
example, one in every minute. As a result, these attacks do not produce intrusion patterns with a time window of 2 seconds. To
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solve this problem, the “Identical Host” and “Identical service” features are re-calculated but based on the connection window
like 10,20,30,40,50, 100 connections rather than a time of 2 seconds. These appearances are called connection-based or relation
based traffic features.
3) Content features: Because of the most DoS and Probing attacks, the User 2 Remote (U2R), Remote 2 Local (R2L)
attacks don’t have any intrusion frequent sequential patterns. This is because the two attacks i.e; DoS and Probing mainly
involve different number of connections to some host(s) within a short time period; however the attacks which are User 2
Remote (U2R), Remote 2 Local (R2L)attacks are being embedded within the data portions of the packets, and involves only a
single connection. To detect these suspicious behavior in the data section, e.g., failed login attempts. The above mentioned
features are called content features.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULT MATRICES
As our study expose Mobile ad-hoc networking environment contains special challenges, such as lack of permanent
infrastructure, high level of heterogeneity, mobility of devices, resource constraints and unreliable communication. Therefore,
provisioning services require special systems designed for such environments. MANET and nature of MANET traffic network,
performance analysis and security issues currently pertaining to MANET are discussed. A detailed study of network traffic and
various congestion-based situations are analyzed. An analysis of congestion avoidance schemes like DiffServ, AODV are
schemes used to manage real-time traffic in MANET networks The present research work involves implementing of four
routing protocols namely DSDV (Table driven), DSR, AODV and AOMDV (On-demand), and the comprehensive analysis of
Uni-path on demand routing protocols like DSR, AODV and multipath on-demand routing protocol like AOMDV using NS-2
(version NS-2.35) simulator.
Performance Evaluation Metrics for Network Traffic
1.

Throughput:

# Store start time
if (level == "AGT" && event == "s" && pkt_size >= 512) {
if (time < startTime) {
startTime = time
}
}

# Update total received packets' size and store packets arrival time
if (level == "AGT" && event == "r" && pkt_size >= 512) {
if (time > stopTime) {
stopTime = time
}
recvdSize += pkt_size
}
}

END {
printf("Average Throughput[kbps] = %.2f\t\t StartTime=%.2f\tStopTime=%.2f\n",(recvdSize/(stopTimestartTime))*(8/1000),startTime,stopTime)
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Throughput is the measure of sent packets through the number of packets delivered to the receiver provides the throughput

of the network. The throughput is defined as the total amount of data a receiver actually receives from the sender divided by the time it
takes for receiver to get the last packet [17].
Throughput = Pr/Pf
Where Pr is the total number of Received Packets and Pf is the total number of Forwarded Packets. [17].
Pause time
(sec)
10
20
30
40
100

Throughput (bits/sec)
DSR
12470
12767
14840
14201
14642

Pause
time (sec)

DSDV
10654
10448
13030
13391
14252

AODV
12640
13080
14450
14185
14179

Throughput (bits/sec)
AODV
12640
13080
14450
14185
14179

10
20
30
40
100

AOMDV
10656
10478
13031
13390
14253

2. Packets Dropped:
Some of the packets generated by the source will get dropped in the network due to high mobility of the nodes, congestion
of the network etc.
Packet Loss % = (1-Pr/Ps)*100
Where Pr is total number of Received Packets and Ps is total number of Sent Packets.

Pause
time (sec)
10
20
30
40
100

Pause
time (sec)
0
10
20
30
40

Packets Dropped (bits/sec)

DSR
2804
2269
148
768
386

DSDV
4318
4223
1897
2567
735

AODV
2327
1883
584
782
884

Packets Dropped (bits/sec)

AODV
2327
1883
584
782
884

AOMDV
7
37
48
54
52
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Packet Delivery Ratio:
BEGIN {
sendLine = 0;
recvLine = 0;
fowardLine = 0;
}
$0 ~/^s.* AGT/ {
sendLine ++ ;
}
$0 ~/^r.* AGT/ {
recvLine ++ ;
}
$0 ~/^f.* RTR/ {
fowardLine ++ ;
}
END {
printf "s:%d r:%d, r/s Ratio:%.4f, f:%d \n", sendLine, recvLine, (recvLine/sendLine),fowardLine;
}
The ratio of the data packets delivered to the destinations to those generated by the CBR sources. It is the fraction of packets
sent by the application that are received by the receivers [17].
PDF = (Pr/Ps)*100

Pause
time (sec)
10
20
30
40

Pause
time (sec)
10
20
30
40

Packet Delivery Ratio
DSR
0.8323
0.952
0.99018
0.94869

DSDV
0.71162
0.85260
0.87291
0.95095

AODV
0.84453
0.95402
0.96121
0.94130

Packet Delivery Ratio
AODV
0.84453
0.95402
0.96121
0.94130

AOMDV
0.99371
0.99419
0.99478
0.99643

It is calculated by dividing the number of packet received by destination through the number packet originated from source.
Where Pr is total Packet received & Ps is the total Packet sent.
4. Normalized Routing Overhead:
BEGIN{
recvd = 0;#################### to calculate total number of data packets received
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rt_pkts = 0;################## to calculate total number of routing packets received
}
{
##### Check if it is a data packet
if (( $1 == "r") && ( $7 == "cbr" || $7 =="tcp" ) && ( $4=="AGT" )) recvd++;
##### Check if it is a routing packet
if (($1 == "s" || $1 == "f") && $4 == "RTR" && ($7 =="udp" || $7 == "AODV" || $7 =="message" || $7 =="AOMDV" || $7
=="OLSR")) rt_pkts++;
}
The number of routing packets transmitted per data packet delivered at the destination. Each hop-wise transmission of a routing
packet is counted as one transmission. The routing overhead describes how many routing packets for route discovery and route
maintenance need to be sent in order to propagate the data packets [23].
Overhead = number of RTR packets (or)
NRL = Routing Packet/Received Packets

Pause
time (sec)
10
20
30
40

Routing Overhead
DSR
31.60853
73.98120
65.43843
58.88025

Pause
time (sec)
0
10
20
30
40

DSDV
67.5906
87.0373
70.6464
64.5657

AODV
55.89837
82.86777
59.64725
47.21768

Routing Overhead
AODV
0.99083
55.89837
82.86777
59.64725
47.21768

AOMDV
0.99933
0.99371
0.99419
0.99478
0.99643

5. End-to-End Delay:
#end-to-end delay
if($4 == "AGT" && $1 == "s") {
start_time[$6] = $2;
} else if(($7 == "tcp"||$7=="cbr") && ($1 == "r")) {
end_time[$6] = $2;
} else if($1 == "D" && ($7 == "tcp"$7=="cbr") {
end_time[$6] = -1;
}
}
END {
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for(i=0; i<=seqno; i++) {
if(end_time[i] > 0) {
delay[i] = end_time[i] - start_time[i];
}

count++;

Pause
time (sec)
10
20
30
40
Pause
time (sec)

End-to-End Delay
DSR
0.99702
0.97834
0.8324
0.70836

AODV
0.99241
0.97464
0.84454
0.72853

End-to-End Delay
AODV
0.99241
0.97464
0.84454
0.72853

10
20
30
40

DSDV
0.83286
0.75706
071163
0.65714

AOMDV
0.99371
0.99419
0.99478
0.99643

End-to-End delay indicates how long it took for a packet to travel from the source to the application layer of the destination.
[25]. i.e. the total time taken by each packet to reach the destination. Average End-to-End delay of data packets includes all
possible delays caused by buffering during route discovery, queuing delay at the interface, retransmission delays at the MAC,
propagation and transfer times.
D = (Tr –Ts)
Where Tr is receive Time and Ts is sent Time.
D = (Tr –Ts)
Where Tr is receive Time and Ts is sent Time.
6. Optimal Path Length :
It is the ratio of total forwarding times (depends on number of hops) to the total number of received packets. Optimal path
length increases as the number of hops on optimal path increases.

Pause
time (sec)
10
20
30
40

Optimal Path Length
DSR
1.31703
1.75623
1.78615
1.83722

DSDV
1.21122
0.75706
1.43066
1.37284
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Pause
time (sec)
10
20
30
40

Optimal Path Length
AODV
1.56326
0.97464
1.70628
1.64813

AOMDV
0.99371
0.99419
0.99478
0.99643

CONTRAST OF AODV (Unipath) AND AOMDV (Multi-path) based on simulation result
set val(chan) Channel/WirelessChannel
set val(prop) Propagation/TwoRayGround
set val(netif) Phy/WirelessPhy
set val(mac) Mac/802_11
set val(ifq) Queue/DropTail/PriQueue
set val(ll) LL
set val(ant) Antenna/OmniAntenna
set val(x) 500 ;# X dimension of the topography
set val(y) 500 ;# Y dimension of the topography
set val(ifqlen) 50 ;# max packet in ifq
set val(seed) 1.0
set val(adhocRouting) AOMDV
set val(nn) 50 ;# how many nodes are simulated
set val(cp) "/root/ns-allinone-2.35/ns-2.35/indep-utils/cmu-scen-gen/cbr-10-20test"
set val(sc) "/root/ns-allinone-2.35/ns-2.35/indep-utils/cmu-scen-gen/setdest/scen0-20-test"
set val(stop) 200 ;# simulation time
To analyze the effect of mobility, pause time was varied from 0 seconds (high mobility) to 100 seconds (no mobility). The
numbers of nodes are taken as 50 and the maximum number of connection as 20.
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
The existence of high mobility implies numerous DSDV fails to meet at lower pause time, hence performance of the
protocol decreases as mobility increases. At higher rates of mobility (lower pause times), DSDV performs inadequately
dropping more number of packets. As DSDV maintains only one route per destination, each packet that the MAC layer is
unable to deliver is dropped since there are no alternate routes. For DSR and AODV, packet delivery ratio is independent of
offered traffic load, with both protocols delivering between 82% and 100% of the packets in all cases. The reason for having
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better packet delivery ratio of DSR and AODV is that both allow packets to stay in the send buffer for 30 seconds for route
discovery and once the route is discovered, data packets are sent on that route to be delivered at the destination. To achieve
lower routing overhead, better throughput, lower end-to-end delay, to be more resilient to route failures and alleviate congestion
for robust scenario where mobility is high, nodes are dense and traffic is more, AOMDV is the best choice for multipath routing
protocol, and better Quality of Service.
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